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Dear Colleagues
We are pleased to invite you to participate in the 49th Cardiocon, scheduled on 22nd – 24th
November 2019, in Serena Hotel, Islamabad. The conference is being organized by AFIC & NIHD,
Rawalpindi, in collaboration with Pakistan Cardiac Society. The theme of the conference is “Catching
up with recent advancements in cardiology in a developing country”.
The conference aims to bring together the best minds in the field of cardiology to share and
exchange the views, knowledge and expertise. International and national delegates are expected to
participate.
The conference will provide a cohesive platform for participants to explore current situations,
challenges, evidence based advancements and strategic engagement for effectively managing
diagnostic and therapeutic problems in cardiology at national, regional and international levels. This
will help in setting up of priorities for addressing individual and collective cardiac issues.
Islamabad is one of the most beautiful capital cities in the world and is known for its hilly
surroundings and abundant natural beauty. We generally expect a pleasant and slightly cold weather in
November.
Your participation in this conference will be of immense significance and will play a major role in
creating a professional environment, conducive for sharing knowledge and experience. Therefore, you are
requested to kindly spare time out of your busy schedule and grace the occasion.
You may kindly consider making a presentation of 15 minutes duration relevant to the conference
theme.
We eagerly look forward to your active participation in making this event a great success and wish
you a pleasant trip full of fond memories and a great academic experience.
Profound regards,

Co-Convener
Prof. Farhan Tuyyab, SI (M)

Co-Convener
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Convener
Prof. Sohail Aziz, HI(M)
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